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The Mousetrap and Other Plays - Agatha Christie 2012-10-30
Agatha Christie created magnificent works of suspense for the theater, and eight of her riveting stage
dramas are collected in The Mousetrap and Other Plays—including the title piece, the longest running play
in history, still a smash hit in London's West End after 60 years! On an isolated island, ten people have been
brought together to be killed off. An evil old woman has a rendezvous with death in the desert heat of
Jerusalem. A scheming wife testifies against her husband in a shocking murder trial. And a homicidal
maniac terrorizes a group of snowbound guests to the refrain of "Three Blind Mice." This collection of eight
works proves that Agatha Christie's plays are as compulsive as her novels, with their colorful characters
and ingenious plots providing yet more evidence of her mastery of the detective thriller. Includes: And Then
There Were None, Appointment with Death, The Hollow, The Mousetrap, Witness for the Prosecution,
Towards Zero, Verdict, and Go Back for Murder.
The Hound of Death - Agatha Christie 2010-02-10
A classic from the queen of mystery: Agatha Christie.
The Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories - Agatha Christie 2012-08-07
A murder trial takes a diabolical turn when the wife of the accused takes the stand. . . . A woman's sixth
sense—and a loaded revolver—signal premonitions of doom. . . . A stranded motorist seeks refuge in a
remote mansion and is greeted with a dire warning. . . . Detective Hercule Poirot faces his greatest
challenge when his services are enlisted—by the victim—in a bizarre locked-room murder. From the
stunning title story (which inspired the classic film thriller) to the rarest gems in detective fiction, these
eleven tales of baffling crime and brilliant deduction showcase Agatha Christie at her dazzling best.
The Mystery of the Spanish Shawl - Agatha Christie 2012-05-08
A classic Agatha Christie short story from the collection The Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories.
Mystery writer Anthony Eastwood is lured to the crime scene of a faked murder, where two individuals
masquerading as police officers arrest him and charge him for murder. As the phony police officers escort
Mr. Eastwood home, the true goal of the masquerade becomes apparent.
The Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories - Agatha Christie 2012-08-07
Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories is a collection of eleven tantalizing tales of murder and other
criminal pursuits—including the classic title story, the basis for the 1957 Oscar-nominated Billy Wilder film
starring Marlene Dietrich, Tyrone Power, and Charles Laughton. A murder trial takes a diabolical turn
when the wife of the accused takes the stand. . . . A woman's sixth sense—and a loaded revolver—signal
premonitions of doom. . . . A stranded motorist seeks refuge in a remote mansion and is greeted with a dire
warning. . . . Detective Hercule Poirot faces his greatest challenge when his services are enlisted—by the
victim—in a bizarre locked-room murder. From the stunning title story (which inspired the classic film
thriller) to the rarest gems in detective fiction, these eleven tales of baffling crime and brilliant deduction
showcase Agatha Christie at her dazzling best.
Best Detective Stories of Agatha Christie - Agatha Christie 1996
This series offers students a bridge from simplified fiction to the original writings of famous literary figures.
This complete text edition has an introduction and glossary and is suitable for students preparing for
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Cambridge Proficiency.
The Words in My Hands - Asphyxia 2021-11-09
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fast-paced #ownvoices novel about a Deaf teenager is a unique
and inspiring exploration of what it means to belong. Smart, artistic, and independent, sixteen year old
Piper is tired of trying to conform. Her mom wants her to be “normal,” to pass as hearing, to get a good job.
But in a time of food scarcity, environmental collapse, and political corruption, Piper has other things on
her mind—like survival. Piper has always been told that she needs to compensate for her Deafness in a
world made for those who can hear. But when she meets Marley, a new world opens up—one where
Deafness is something to celebrate, and where resilience means taking action, building a com-munity, and
believing in something better. Published to rave reviews as Future Girl in Australia (Allen & Unwin, Sept.
2020), this empowering, unforgettable story is told through a visual extravaganza of text, paint, collage,
and drawings. Set in an ominously prescient near future, The Words in My Hands is very much a novel for
our turbulent times.
Expert evidence in criminal proceedings in England and Wales - Great Britain: Law Commission 2011-03-22
This project addressed the admissibility of expert evidence in criminal proceedings in England and Wales.
Currently, too much expert opinion evidence is admitted without adequate scrutiny because no clear test is
being applied to determine whether the evidence is sufficiently reliable to be admitted. Juries may therefore
be reaching conclusions on the basis of unreliable evidence, as confirmed by a number of miscarriages of
justice in recent years. Following consultation on a discussion paper (LCCP 190, 2009, ISDBN
9780118404655) the Commission recommends that there should be a new reliability-based admissibility
test for expert evidence in criminal proceedings. The test would not need to be applied routinely or
unnecessarily, but it would be applied in appropriate cases and it would result in the exclusion of unreliable
expert opinion evidence. Under the test, expert opinion evidence would not be admitted unless it was
adjudged to be sufficiently reliable to go before a jury. The draft Criminal Evidence (Experts) Bill published
with the report (as Appendix A) sets out the admissibility test and also provides the guidance judges would
need when applying the test, setting out the key reasons why an expert's opinion evidence might be
unreliable. The Bill also codifies (with slight modifications) the uncontroversial aspects of the present law,
so that all the admissibility requirements for expert evidence would be set out in a single Act of Parliament
and carry equal authority.
Witness for the Prosecution - Agatha Christie 1982
When a wealthy widow is found murdered, her married lover is accused of the crime. His only hope for
acquittal is the testimony of his wife, proving his alibi. However, she has some secrets of her own to reveal.
The Witness for the Prosecution - Agatha Christie 2011-09-27
When wealthy spinster Emily French is found murdered, suspicion falls on Leonard Vole, the man to whom
she hastily bequeathed her riches before she died. Leonard assures the investigators that his wife, Romaine
Heilger, can provide them with an alibi. However, when questioned, Romaine informs the police that Vole
returned home late that night covered in blood. During the trial, Ms. French’s housekeeper, Janet, gives
damning evidence against Vole, and, as Romaine’s cross-examination begins, her motives come under
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scrutiny from the courtroom. One question remains, will justice prevail?
Mr Eastwood’s Adventure: An Agatha Christie Short Story - Agatha Christie 2012-04-12
A classic Agatha Christie short story, available individually for the first time as an ebook.
The Mousetrap and Seven Other Plays - Agatha Christie 2011
THE MOUSETRAP, the longest-running play in the history of London's West End, begins its 60th Year run
on 25 November 2011. This new edition of eight works show how Agatha Christie's plays are as compulsive
as her novels, their colourful characters and ingenious plots providing yet more evidence of her mastery of
the detective thriller. THE MOUSETRAP: Cut off by snowdrifts, the owners of a new guest house encounter
terror when one of their first visitors turns out to be a homicidal maniac... AND THEN THERE WERE
NONE: Ten guilty people are lured to an island mansion where an unknown killer begins to exact revenge...
APPOINTMENT WITH DEATH: The suffocating heat of an exotic Middle-Eastern setting provides a
backdrop for murder... THE HOLLOW: Beneath their respectable surface, a set of friends realise that any
one of them could be a murderer... WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION: A scheming wife testifies against
her husband in a shocking murder trial... TOWARDS ZERO: A psychopathic killer stalks unsuspecting
victims in a seaside house perched high on a cliff... VERDICT: Passion and love are the deadly ingredients
in this thriller in which a murder causes an unexpected chain of events... GO BACK FOR MURDER: A young
woman discovers that her late mother was imprisoned for murdering her father and is determined to prove
her innocence...
The Mystery of the Blue Jar and The Witness for the Prosecution - Agatha Christie 2021-01-05
This collection of classic short mysteries by the author of The Mousetrap will have you asking, “Whodunit,
howdunit, and whydunit?” At the same time every day, Jack’s morning golf routine is interrupted by the
sound of a woman calling for help. Though the cry is clearly coming from a nearby cottage, the lady who
lives there has no distress to report—until she starts having nightmares about a mysterious woman and a
blue Chinese vase. Could the cottage be haunted? Or is Jack losing his mind? His attempts to find out will
lead him down a dangerous path. A taut psychological thriller, “The Mystery of the Blue Jar” is
quintessential Agatha Christie. This volume presents that story alongside other short works by the British
master of mystery and suspense.
The Red Signal - Agatha Christie 2011-09-27
At a séance, Sir Alington, a venerable expert of the mental condition, is pestered by Mrs. Eversleigh about
the importance of the sixth sense. Soon, a young man named Dermot is drawn in and tells them both about
the sixth sense he experiences, a red signal that spells danger. He is about to tell them of the last time he
saw the red signal when he stops himself. The last time he had the signal was earlier that very evening. But
how could there be danger at a simple gathering of old friends? Will the evening bring forth whatever
impending danger that Dermot senses?
Witness for the Prosecution - Agatha Christie 1983-02
Eight additional mystery tales accompany the popular courtroom story of an accused murderer whose only
witness testifies against him
Taken at the Flood - Agatha Christie 2011-08-30
A few weeks after marrying an attractive widow, Gordon Cloade is tragically killed by a bomb blast in the
London blitz. Overnight, the former Mrs. Underhay finds herself in sole possession of the Cloade family
fortune. Shortly afterward, Hercule Poirot receives a visit from the dead man’s sister-in-law who claims she
has been warned by “spirits” that Mrs. Underhay’s first husband is still alive. Poirot has his suspicions
when he is asked to find a missing person guided only by the spirit world. Yet what mystifies Poirot most is
the woman’s true motive for approaching him.…
Unfinished Corner - Dani Colman 2021-10-19
Twelve-year-old Miriam doesn’t know much about Jewish mythology. She’s not even sure she wants to be
Jewish. So, imagine her confusion when a peculiar angel whisks her off to finish the mythological
Unfinished Corner, a place full of monsters and mystery. TWELVE-YEAR-OLD MIRIAM IS FULL OF
QUESTIONS, BUT THE WHOLE UNIVERSE IS COUNTING ON HER FOR ANSWERS. Jewish mythology has
it that when God created the universe, one corner of it was left unfinished. Opinion is divided on why, but
everyone agrees that the Unfinished Corner is a dangerous place full of monsters. Twelve-year-old Miriam
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neither knows nor cares about the Unfinished Corner. She's too busy preparing for her Bat Mitzvah,
wrestling with whether she even wants to be Jewish--until a peculiar angel appears, whisking her, her two
best friends, and her worst frenemy off to this monstrous land with one mission: finish the Unfinished
Corner. An original graphic novel.
The Second Gong: A Hercule Poirot Short Story - Agatha Christie 2011-09-01
A classic Agatha Christie short story, available individually for the first time as an ebook.
Three Blind Mice - Agatha Christie 2001-10-14
Hercule Poirot tries desperately to save a kidnapped child, Miss Jane Marple goes beyond the grave to
protect a dead man's heirs from disaster, and Mr. Harley Quin tracks down a cunning killer, in an ingenious
anthology of whodunits. Reprint.
The Last Seance - Agatha Christie 2019-09-24
“Reading a perfectly plotted Agatha Christie is like crunching into a perfect apple: that pure, crisp, absolute
satisfaction.”—Tana French, New York Times Bestselling Author From the Queen of Suspense, an all-new
collection of her spookiest and most sinister stories, including an Agatha Christie story never before
published in the USA, The Wife of Kenite! For lovers of the supernatural and the macabre comes this
collection of ghostly and chilling stories from legendary mystery writer Agatha Christie. Fantastic psychic
visions, specters looming in the shadows, encounters with deities, a man who switches bodies with a
cat—be sure to keep the light on whilst reading these tales. The Last Séance gathers twenty stories, some
featuring Christie’s beloved detectives Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, in one haunting compendium that
explores all things occult and paranormal, and is an essential omnibus for Christie fans.
The Hound of Death and Other Stories - Agatha Christie 1933
The Mystery of the Blue Jar - Agatha Christie 2012-05-08
A classic Agatha Christie short story from the collection The Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories.
Every morning at the same hour on the golf course, Jack Hartington hears mysterious cries for help coming
from a cottage. He speaks to the resident and learns that she has unsettling dreams of a woman with a blue
Chinese vase. Believing that the cries for help are from the late Mrs. Turner, the former resident of the
cottage, Jack hires a psychic investigator to spend a night in the house, a night which proves to have
startling results…
A Study Guide for Agatha Christie's "Witness for the Prosecution" - Cengage Learning Gale
2017-07-25
A Study Guide for Agatha Christie's "Witness for the Prosecution," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Short
Stories for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography;
study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of your research needs.
Masterpieces of Murder - Agatha Christie 1977
The murder of Roger Ackroyd.--And then there were none.--Witness for the prosecution.--Death on the Nile.
Masterpieces of Mystery and the Unknown - Agatha Christie 2006-02-21
A masterful collection of short fiction by the beloved mystery writer features twenty-eight stories, such as
"Witness for the Prosecution," "Three Blind Mice," and lesser known works, including her supernatural
suspense tales. Original. 20,000 first printing.
The Mysterious Affair at Styles - Agatha Christie 2017-06-19
Late one night, the residents of Styles wake to find Emily Inglethorp dying of what proves to be strychnine
poisoning. Hastings, a houseguest, enlists the help of his friend Hercule Poirot, who is staying in the nearby
village, Styles St Mary. Poirot pieces together events surrounding the murder. On the day she was killed,
Mrs Inglethorp was overheard arguing with someone, most likely either her husband, Alfred, or her
stepson, John. Afterwards, she seemed quite distressed and, apparently, made a new will - which no one can
find. She ate little at dinner and retired early to her room with her document case. The case was later
forced open by someone and a document removed. Alfred Inglethorp left Styles earlier in the evening and
stayed overnight in the nearby village, so was not present when the poisoning occurred. No one knows
exactly when or how the strychnine was administered to Mrs Inglethorp... Get Your Copy Now.
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Agatha Christie - H. R. F. Keating 2021
"Agatha Christie was not only the most successful author of detective stories the world has ever known, she
was also a mystery in herself, giving only the rarest interviews--declining absolutely to become any sort of
public figure--and a mystery, too, in the manner in which she achieved her astonishing success ... H.R.F.
Keating brings together a dozen noted writers from both sides of the Atlantic to throw light on the everintriguing Dame Agatha"-THE MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR AT STYLES & THE SECRET ADVERSARY - Agatha Christie 2017-10-06
"The Mysterious Affair at Styles" is a detective novel by Agatha Christie. It was written in the middle of
World War I, in 1916, and first published by John Lane in the United States in October 1920 and in the
United Kingdom by The Bodley Head on 21 January 1921. Styles was Christie's first published novel,
introducing Hercule Poirot, Inspector (later, Chief Inspector) Japp, and Arthur Hastings. The story is told in
first person by Hastings and features many of the elements that have become icons of the Golden Age of
Detective Fiction, largely due to Christie's influence. It is set in a large, isolated country manor. There are a
half-dozen suspects, most of whom are hiding facts about themselves. The book includes maps of the house,
the murder scene, and a drawing of a fragment of a will, as well as a number of red herrings and surprise
plot twists. "The Secret Adversary" is a work of detective fiction by Agatha Christie, first published in the
United Kingdom by The Bodley Head in January 1922. The book introduces the characters of Tommy and
Tuppence who feature in three other Christie books and one collection of short stories written throughout
her writing career.
Witness in Death - J. D. Robb 2000-03-01
When a famous thespian is killed right before her eyes, New York detective Eve Dallas takes a new place in
crime as both officer and witness to murder in this novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling In Death
series. The opening night of the revival of Agatha Christie's "Witness for the Prosecution" at New York’s
New Globe Theater turns from stage scene to crime scene when the leading man is stabbed to death right
on center stage. Now Eve Dallas has a high-profile celebrity homicide on her hands. Not only is she lead
detective, she’s also a witness—and when the press discovers that her husband owns the theater, there’s
more media spotlight than either can handle. The only way out is to move fast. Question everyone and
everything…and in the meantime, try to tell the difference between the truth—and really good acting…
Dumb Witness - AGATHA. CHRISTIE 2018-03-22
An elderly spinster has been poisoned in her country home...Everyone blamed Emily's accident on a rubber
ball left on the stairs by her frisky terrier. But the more she thought about her fall, the more convinced she
became that one of her relatives was trying to kill her.On April 17th she wrote her suspicions in a letter to
Hercule Poirot. Mysteriously he didn't receive the letter until June 28th... by which time Emily was already
dead...
The Floating Admiral - The Detection Club 2019-07-09
It’s “great fun” when a baker’s dozen of Golden Age authors collaborate on a whodunit—including Agatha
Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers, and G. K. Chesterton (The Guardian). Originally published in 1931, The
Floating Admiral is a classic literary collaboration by members of the Detection Club, in which each chapter
is written by a different mystery author, with G. K. Chesterton adding a prologue after the novel was
completed. Each writer was tasked with building on what the previous writer created, without ignoring or
avoiding whatever plot points had come before. Although Anthony Berkeley wrote the definitive conclusion
to the mystery in his final chapter, the writers all provided their own individual solutions, each in a sealed
envelope, which appear in the appendix. In the words of Dorothy L. Sayers in her introduction, the spirit of
the project was that of a “detection game,” for the amusement of the authors—and their readers. In the
sleepy English seaside village of Whynmouth, an old sailor discovers a corpse floating serenely in a rowboat
owned by the local vicar. The victim has been stabbed in the chest. It falls to Inspector Rudge to solve this
most baffling mystery, in which not only the identity of the killer but the identity of the victim is called into
question. The Floating Admiral includes contributions by Canon Victor L. Whitechurch, G. D. H. and
Margaret Cole, Henry Wade, Agatha Christie, John Rhode, Milward Kennedy, Dorothy L. Sayers, Ronald A.
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Knox, Freeman Wills Crofts, Edgar Jepson, Clemence Dane, and Anthony Berkeley. “I was . . . hugely
entertained by the virtuoso displays of mental gymnastics, which kept me guessing all the way.” —The
Guardian
The Hollow - Agatha Christie 2007
When Lucy Angkatell hosts a weekend get-together at her country estate, she appears to overlook the
obvious fact that all her guests loathe one another. Poirot enjoys a ringside seat for the bizarre goings-on,
but he is thrust into an active role when the proceedings suddenly turn deadly.
Philomel Cottage - Agatha Christie 2011-09-27
The recently married Alix Martin is obsessed with a recurring dream of her new husband’s murder. Each
time she can see the murderer clearly, and it’s the mild-mannered man she had previously been engaged to,
taking his revenge. But, what’s worse is that at the end of the dream she thanks the murderer. Perplexed,
Alix tries to calm herself by spending time in the garden of her picturesque cottage. But her gardener
confuses her further by wishing her well on her trip to London—a trip which Alix knows nothing about. Now
Alix is scared: is the gardener imagining things, or is she?
Christie Classics - Agatha Christie 1957
El Cuarto Hombre - Agatha Christie 2014-01-05
Witness for the Prosecution & Selected Plays - Agatha Christie 1995
Newly-Jacketed Edition Designed To Celebrate The 50Th Anniversary Of Christie S Faultlessly Plotted
Witness For The Prosecution And Other Outstanding Plays. The Perfect Complement To The Latest Edition
Of The Mousetrap And Selected Plays (50Th Aniversary Edition). Headlining This Book Is Witness For The
Prosecution Christie S Highly Successful Stage Play Which Won The New York Drama Critics Circle Award
For Best Foreign Play. A Stunning Courtroom Drama, It Tells The Story Of A Scheming Wife Testifying
Against Her Husband In A Shocking Murder Trial. The Wild Beauty Of A Seaside House Perched High On
The Devonshire River Tern Provides A Stunning Back-Drop In Towards Zero As A Psychopathic Murderer
Homes In On The Unsuspecting Victims. Passion, Murder And Love Are The Deadly Ingredients In Verdict,
Making It One Of Christie S More Unusual Thrillers And Prompting Her To Label It The Best Play I Have
Written With The Exception Of Witness For The Prosecution . Go Back For Murder Tells The Story Of The
Young And Feisty Carla Who, Orphaned At The Tender Age Of Five, Discovers Her Mother Was Imprisioned
For Murdering Her Father And Determines To Prove Her Innocence.
Wireless - Agatha Christie 2013-09-10
Previously published in the print anthology The Witness for the Prosecution and Other Stories. Wealthy
Mrs. Harter has a heart condition. Her nephew, Charles, who lives with her, buys her a radio for
amusement, but strange messages come from it. Could her dead husband really be sending her messages?
And why is he warning that her life is in danger?
The Mousetrap - Agatha Christie 2014-01
Melodrama; 5 male roles, 3 female roles.
Towards Zero - Agatha Christie 2011-02-01
What is the connection among a failed suicide attempt, a wrongful accusation of theft against a schoolgirl,
and the romantic life of a famous tennis player? To the casual observer, apparently nothing. But when a
house party gathers at Gull’s Point, the seaside home of an elderly widow, earlier events come to a
dramatic head. As Superintendent Battle discovers, it is all part of a carefully laid plan—for murder.
Love from a Stranger - Agatha Christie 2014-01
Cecily Harrington's fiance is in the Sudan when she wins a sweepstake prize and decides to postpone her
wedding and spend the money on a European trip. She meets, falls in love with, and marries a stranger-- a
homicidal maniac who sweeps her off to his cottage with plans to murder her as he's murdered several
women before her. When Cecily gets wind of her new husband's plans, she finds she is trapped with no way
to escape.
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